
Rate Hike Alert! By Jim Sherman, CRAFT Co-Chair 

DTE is at it again, holding their hands out, trying to raise our rates, and for what? Should 

rate payers be asked to cover the increasing cost of irresponsible capital investments? 

Investments that will be made as part of an ongoing crusade to control and monopolize 

more and more of our energy future. “Investments” in petroleum pipelines, lobbyists, 

green washing, and “philanthropic” expenditures which claim tax deductible status in 

violation of IRS rules against self-dealing. From buying up and spinning off petroleum 

infrastructure, to their relentless propagandizing, DTE is playing shell games with our 

energy future in Michigan. An energy future that, without checks and balances, will 

become an increasingly dystopian hegemony, addicted to more pollution, higher prices, 

and no path to sustainability.  

 

DTE is pretending to be a responsible utility, making investments to improve costs and services. 

In truth they are operating as a financial juggernaut, using its outsized weight to monopolize and 

spin off critical energy infrastructure to maximize profits and market domination. DTE just spun 

off their extraction, pipeline, and storage assets as DTM, (too much investor fanfare) and now 

have their hands out to cover the rising costs of those very products. 

 

DTE is pretending to be a good faith provider of the renewable energy infrastructure, needed to 

transition to a sustainable energy future, as their ads boast. In truth they have repeatedly fought 

against efficiently integrating distributed sustainability solutions at the point of need, while 

investing in the centralization of renewable energy infrastructure to maintain control at the cost 

of efficiency. They charge the premium “green” rates for electricity that costs less to produce 

and are now asking for higher rates from everyone.  

 

My cost to purchase my solar system will be repaid by deferred costs in a fraction of its usable 

lifetime. DTE “green energy” costs extra. DTE has Billions in assets, and we are supposed to 

believe they need another rate increase to provide the services DTE is obligated to?  

 

DTE cannot have it both ways. Not anymore. No more gouging the ratepayer while using its 

financial largess to manipulate the market. No more hiding behind shell companies. No more 

lobbying to ruin solar while advertising their support for it. No more insisting that the 

perpetuation of their antiquated, polluting ways are designed to save us money while charging 

more than clean energy would otherwise cost. 

 

We at CRAFT call on the MPSC to reject this rate hike, and direct DTE to replace 

underperforming assets with distributed, community owned renewable energy generation and 

storage, starting with the biggest cancer-causing boondoggle in the fleet: Fermi 2. Shut it down 

and decommission now.  We encourage the public to join us for the public meeting to be held 

via teleconference and submit your concerns. See the opposite page for details on the public 

announcement. https://monroeeveningnews-

mi.newsmemory.com/?publink=945670f77_1345fd8#.YZ54EUMo-Rs.gmail 
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